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DISCLAIMER
This report has been prepared by AIS Environment Limited with all reasonable skill, care
and diligence, and taking account of the manpower and resources devoted to it by
agreement with the client. Information reported herein is based on the interpretation
of data collected and has been accepted in good faith as being accurate and valid.
This report is for the exclusive use of Captain Morgan Group; no warranties or
guarantees are expressed or should be inferred by any third parties. This report may
not be relied upon by other parties without written consent from AIS Environment
Limited. AIS Environment Limited disclaims any responsibility to the client and others in
respect of any matters outside the agreed scope of the work.
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1.0 Introduction
AIS Environment has been commissioned by Captain Morgan Group to carry out a
benthic survey in relation to the proposed pontoon landing in St Julian’s. The survey
will be undertaken in line with the ERA ToRs sent to the operators on 8th August, 2019.
The proposed pontoon landing, hereinafter referred to as the “Scheme”, will be
located in il-Bajja ta’ San Ġiljan, off the west coast from Triq Ġorġ Borġ Olivier. The
pontoon landing will offer accessibility to the proposed hop-on hop-off maritime
service being proposed, which will connect various parts of the Maltese coastline.
This report presents the Technical Report for the benthic survey which was
undertaken in St Julian’s.

A new hop-on hop-off ferry service is being proposed to improve inter-modality between
various coastal localities around the Maltese Islands. This project aims to promote the use of
alternative modes of transport, thereby improving accessibility to these localities.
Since there are no current adequate berthing facilities in St Julian’s for large vessels, a new
pontoon is being proposed as part of the new ferry service adjacent to il-Balluta Bay. The
proposed pontoon will include the following features:
»

»

»

»

A semi-submersible concrete pontoon with a 1:20 ramp for access from the
pontoon to the existing quay. The structure shall be manufactured in sections off
site and assembled on site.
Four legs to offer circa 100 tonnes dead weight and stability to the structure to
protect the pontoon during stormy weather. In order to minimise the contact area
and intervention to the sea bed, the concrete dead weights will bear on greenheart
wooden cushions. These ‘cushions’ shall be laser cut according to the profile of the
seabed, acting as a natural buffer between the concrete and seabed.
Anchorage of the structure to the existing quay through struts at the quay side. The
decking shall be made out of a perforated steel mesh or decking for further wave
energy dissipation. Two front spread anchorage system with sinkers and chains are
to be installed serving as an extra safety precaution during storms.
Two 10 tonne bollards for vessel berthing.

Other vessels may still make use of the pontoon for un/loading when the ferry is not
berthed, but personnel will be present to liberate the pontoon when the ferry approaches to
ensure adherence to the time schedule.
The location and size of the proposed pontoon was assessed in a previous version of this
report, and significant adverse impacts on the Posidonia oceanica in the area were noted.
Following discussions with the ERA and the architects of the project, the pontoon design has
been amended. The original and updated design are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
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2.0 Terms of reference
The Terms of Reference (ToRs) related to the benthic studies issued by ERA in their email
dated 8th August, 2019 are outlined below:
ERA has reviewed the proposal for the Pontoon Landing at the St. Julian’s location and
is requesting a broad-brush benthic ecology survey owing to the following aspects and
potential impacts:
•
•
•
•

Shading effect of the semi-submersible concrete pontoon and access ramp;
Areas to be impacted by the four concrete dead weights borne on greenheart
wooden cushions;
Areas to be impacted by the two front dead weight anchors and chains;
Potential impacts arising from frequent berthing and departure of the vessel
due to the potential presence of Posidonia oceanica in the area under the
proposed development and in the immediate vicinity/adjacent areas.

The assessment of additional impacts was requested from ERA during the review of the
approved Method Statement, namely “potential impacts from sediment suspension by the
ferries during operation on the habitats outside this area particularly noting the presence of
Posidonia oceanica in the adjacent areas.”
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3.0 Results and discussion
The area of influence (AoI) which was studied in the benthic survey is marked by the yellow
lines in Figure 1, which extends to 65m away from the existing coastline. The coordinates of
the corner points are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1: AoI (yellow) for the proposed pontoon (red) (Source: Google Maps 2019)

Table 1: Coordinates of AoI corner points

Point
P1
P2
P3
P4

Latitude
35°54'58.85"N
35°54'58.28"N
35°54'56.61"N
35°54'57.23"N

Longitude
14°29'38.18"E
14°29'40.70"E
14°29'39.97"E
14°29'37.53"E

3.1 Literature review
The AoI was first studied through review of existing literature and data, including the maps
available on the Planning Authority (PA) geoserver and other environmental studies which
may have been carried out in the area. A map of the predominant benthic habitats was
generated from the literature review, as presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Map of the habitats in the AoI (PA geoserver)

3.2 Marine survey
The broad-brush marine survey was carried out on 10th September, 2019. The major benthic
habitat types in the AoI, as identified through the literature review, were confirmed or
amended through the survey. The Geneinno Titan underwater drone pictured in Figure 3
was used to collect footage of the AoI.

Figure 3: Geneinno Titan underwater drone

The broad-brush survey followed a number of shore-normal and shore-parallel transects
encompassing the entire marine area. Diagonal transects were also included to ensure no
important features were missed. The transects undertaken during the survey were
georeferenced, as mapped in Figure 4 and Table 2.
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Figure 4: Transects followed during the marine survey

Table 2: Coordinates of the transects

Transect
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

Start
Latitude
35°54'58.13"N
35°54'58.60"N
35°54'57.37"N
35°54'57.47"N
35°54'57.37"N
35°54'57.47"N

End
Longitude
14°29'40.48"E
14°29'38.28"E
14°29'37.82"E
14°29'40.19"E
14°29'37.82"E
14°29'40.19"E

Latitude
35°54'58.60"N
35°54'57.37"N
35°54'56.80"N
35°54'57.97"N
35°54'57.47"N
35°54'58.60"N

Longitude
14°29'38.28"E
14°29'37.82"E
14°29'39.95"E
14°29'38.19"E
14°29'40.19"E
14°29'38.28"E

Screenshots of the footage showing the marine habitats are shown in Figure 5 to Figure 8.
Other notable features included the presence of various discarded items, including wooden
planks, concrete blocks, metal rods and tires as shown in Figure 9 to Figure 14.

Figure 5: Associations of Corallina elongata
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Figure 6: Biocoenosis of well-sorted fine sands

Figure 7: Area classified as “mixed P. oceanica and C. nodosa patches”

Figure 8: Reticulate P. oceanica meadows on sand
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Figure 9: Discarded concrete block along T1

Figure 10: Discarded metal rods along T2

Figure 11: Discarded wooden plank along T2
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Figure 12: Discarded materials along T3

Figure 13: Discarded tires along T4

Figure 14: Discarded concrete waste along T6
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The only protected species noted during the survey was Posidonia oceanica. Table 3 shows
the classification of this species according to the annexes and schedules of the Habitats
Directive 92/43/EEC and the FLORA, FAUNA AND NATURAL HABITATS PROTECTION REGULATIONS (S.L.
549.44), respectively. It should be noted that no Cymodocea nodosa was found in the survey
area, despite being included in the PA geoserver map (Figure 2).
Table 3: Protected species and their classifications

Protected
species

Habitats Directive

S.L. 594.44

P.
oceanica
(L.) Delile

Annex I for natural habitat
types of community
interest whose
conservation requires the
designation of special
areas of conservation

Schedule I for natural habitat types whose
conservation requires the designation of
special areas of conservation
Schedule III for animal and plant species of
national interest whose conservation requires
the designation of special areas of conservation

3.3 Project design
3.3.1 Original design
The original location for the proposed pontoon is shown in Figure 15. The vessel to be used
has been included in Figure 15 to demarcate the area to be taken up by berthed vessel.
Photos of the existing site are presented in Figure 16 to Figure 18, while the drawings for the
proposed pontoon are shown in Figure 19 to Figure 21. The benthic map based on this
design is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 15: Location for the proposed pontoon (original design)
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Figure 16: Existing site from view A (original design)

Figure 17: Existing site from view B (original design)
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Figure 18: Existing site from view C (original design)
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Figure 19: General mooring and anchorage plan (original design)
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Figure 20: Berthing approach and access plan (original design)
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Figure 21: Section drawings (original design)
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Figure 22: Benthic habitats map of the area (original design)
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3.3.2 Updated design
As outlined in Section 1.0, the consultants submitted a benthic survey study on the basis of
the original design, which identified a number of impacts on the priority habitat P. oceanica
which is present in the Balluta Bay inlet. The consultants suggested changes to the layout of
the pontoon in order to minimise the impacts on the seagrass meadows. This strategy has
been accepted by the ERA, and the layout of the pontoon has been amended by the
architects in three main ways:
»
»
»

The pontoon has been shifted further north to eliminate the overlap of the pontoon
on P. oceanica and reduce the extent of P. oceanica affected by the vessel;
The width of the pontoon has been reduced from 14.5m to 10.5m to ensure the
pontoon legs do not directly interfere with the P. oceanica meadows; and
A new attachment to the quay has been introduced to improve the anchorage,
considering that the size of the pontoon has decreased.

The updated location for the proposed pontoon is shown in Figure 23. The vessel to be used
has been included in Figure 23 to demarcate the area to be taken up by berthed vessel.
Photos of the existing site are presented in Figure 24 to Figure 26, while Figure 27 shows the
buildings in the background behind the site. the drawings for the proposed pontoon are
shown in Figure 28 to Figure 30. The benthic map based on this design is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 23: Location for the proposed pontoon (updated design)
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Figure 24: Existing site from view A (updated design)

Figure 25: Existing site from view B (updated design)
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Figure 26: Existing site from view C (updated design)

Figure 27: Existing site with buildings in the background
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Figure 28: General mooring and anchorage plan (updated design)
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Figure 29: Berthing approach and access plan (updated design)
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Figure 30: Section drawings (updated design)
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Figure 31: Benthic habitats map of the area (updated design)
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4.0 Impact assessment
The potential impacts arising from the pontoon on the benthic habitat, with particular
implication on the ecological status of the area, have be evaluated in line with the ERAapproved method statement. The impacts, along with their significances and mitigation
measures are included in Table 4. The impacts of the original design have been included for
clarity.
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Table 4: Description of the project impacts

Original design
Operational impact
Shading effect of the semisubmersible concrete
pontoon and access ramp
– this may cause reduction
in PREI values. Habitat loss
is unlikely at such shallow
depths due to scattering of
light.
Areas to be impacted by
the four concrete dead
weights borne on
greenheart wooden
cushions

Areas to be impacted by
the two front spread
anchorage system with
sinkers and chains

Anchoring impacts on
Posidonia oceanica from
frequent berthing and
departure of the vessel,
which may destroy existing
protected habitats
Sediment suspension by
the ferries during
operation on the habitats
within this area and in the
immediate
vicinity/adjacent area –
this may settle on nearby
meadows and inhibit their
photosynthetic activity

Approx.
seagrass
area (sqm)

26

0.75

0.25

Not
quantifiable

Not
quantifiable

Updated design
Mitigation measure

Approx.
seagrass area
(sqm)

Residual impact
significance

Significance

Justification

Minor

While the pontoon and ramp will cause shading
on the existing habitats close to the shore, only a
small portion of P. oceanica will be affected.
Shading from the pontoon during the setting sun
from the west is not considered an issue since the
area is already shaded by the street (two storeys
above the proposed pontoon) and buildings (ten
storeys above street level), as seen in Figure 27.

The design has been
changed to eliminate the
shading effect on P.
oceanica, as described in
Section 3.3.

0

None

Moderate

While the dead weights will cause permanent loss
of the existing habitats close to the shore (major
impact), only a small portion of P. oceanica will be
affected. Additionally, this area is already heavily
impacted by anthropogenic activity including flytipping.

The design has been
changed to eliminate the
overlap of the weights on
P. oceanica, as described
in Section 3.3.

0

None

Moderate

The anchorage system will cause permanent loss
of some of the existing habitats close to the shore
(major impact). Nevertheless, only a small portion
of P. oceanica will be affected. Additionally, this
area is already heavily impacted by anthropogenic
activity including fly-tipping.

The design has been
changed to further reduce
the extent of P. oceanica
affected by the
development, as
described in Section 3.3.

0.125

Minor

Minor

The vessel will berth using a buoy, and the vessel
will not anchor to the seabed at any point during
normal operations. No additional berthing points
are necessary.

During operation, the
captain/s should be made
aware that anchoring is
not allowed at this
pontoon, save for
emergency situations.

Not quantifiable

Moderate-major

The consultants have been advised that the vessel
will be a catamaran-type vessel to improve
manoeuvrability, with a moulded draft of 1.36m.
Although the study area is already frequented by
numerous smaller vessels, the ferry is larger and
visits will be more frequent. Undercurrents are
likely to mitigate this impact naturally during
winter months, but less effectively in summer.

Enforcing slow propeller
speed within the harbour.

Not quantifiable
without a
detailed
hydrodynamic
model

Additional mitigation measures
Any waste encountered during
installation should be removed
and appropriately discarded.
Monitoring of the PREI at
operational stage is
recommended biannually for a
period of 5 years to keep track of
the status of the meadows.
Any waste encountered during
installation should be removed
and appropriately discarded.
Monitoring of the PREI at
operational stage is
recommended biannually for a
period of 5 years to keep track of
the status of the meadows.
One of the anchor systems is now
outside P. oceanica meadows. A
nature permit should be
obtained for the construction
phase. Any waste encountered
during installation should be
removed and appropriately
discarded. Monitoring of the PREI
at operational stage is
recommended biannually for a
period of 5 years to keep track of
the status of the meadows.

Negligible

Monitoring of the PREI at
operational stage is
recommended biannually for a
period of 5 years to keep track of
the status of the meadows.

Moderate-major

Monitoring of the PREI at
operational stage is
recommended biannually for a
period of 5 years to keep track of
the status of the meadows.
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